GAMMA-A

Today, «GAMMA-A" is the largest producer of canned fish in the Baltic States and the largest manufacturer of sprat in the world.
Sprats in oil are traditional Latvian dish, which has history of more than 160 years. The company comprises three manufactures located in the territory of Latvia.

We have our own fishing fleet, and also we produce metal containers for our canned fish. The company employs 1,300 people. Our products are sold in 46 countries around the world.
SPRATS IN OIL

— is one of our main type products, which takes great popularity.
— All processes of production are natural
— Made of high quality freshly caught Baltic sprat
— Owning of fleet allows to get more qualitative raw-material and promptly deliver it to processing
— After delivery from fishing vessel, the fish are cleaned
— Fish is being manually placed on a bar for further bloat process
— Alder tree, which grows in Latvia is used for natural smoke process
— After smoke process the fish heads are cut
— Then the fish are manually stacked in banks
— Salt and oil is added
— Then the banks are closed and sterilized
— After washing cans are labeled and packaged for consumers.
RESULT IS A BEAUTIFUL

— natural, delicious product which is popular all over the world - Sprats in oil.